SHAKESPEARE AND THE MYSTERY OF THE HUMAN BEING

One-man-drama
by Michael Burton

One man,
27 Characters,
All humanity.

From the idiocies of Sir Toby Belch to the desperate search for meaning of King Lear, with some sublime poetry thrown in, this homage to Shakespeare, one actor to another, is a record of a life’s devotion to the greatest playwright who ever lived. It is also proof that Shakespeare still has a ton of relevance for people of today.

Put Shakespeare’s characters together onstage and, with all their faults and follies, there is the whole of humanity!

Actor and writer Michael Burton steps into the shoes of 27 different characters – some only for a few seconds; some (such as Hamlet) for much longer. All that is important in life is here – sex, love, evil, death, humour and transcendence. Through Shakespeare’s characters we see humanity – we see ourselves!
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